
 May 13, 1985 
 
 
 
 NOTE FOR THE RECORD 
 
 
Subject: Visit of Ms Potee of USAID and  Mr. Iqbal Noor Ali of AKF(USA). 
 
 
May 13, 1985 
 
 
Ms Potee and Iabal Noorali (INA) arrived Gilgit around mid-day by helicopter and after lunch, attended a 
briefing at AKRSP office. 
 
May 14, 1985 
 
Ms Potee and INA accompanied with SSK, SMS flew to Chitral and landed at Bambouret valley in Kalash 
area where Kalash festival was said to be in progress. After a brief stay and walked around the area, the 
group landed at Chitral and called on the DC Mr. Ehtisham Khan and also met the AKRSP DPE Mr. M. Darjat. 
After a round of the town, the group took off from Chitral airport and landed at Bombagh irrigation channel site 
which was inspected by INA. Next the helicopter landed at Chapli and Ms Potee along with others inspected 
the recently completed 250 feet long gabion protective bund. This is one of the twelve protective bunds of 
varying lengths which have been constructed by the VO to protect the irrigated lands and houses of the 
members from the ravages of the river. The next stopover was at the site of Mastuj irrigatin cahnnel where by 
coincidence the group also met Shahzada Mohiuddin, Chairman of the Chitral District Council and recently 
elected member of the Natinal Assembly who was visiting the area long with other councillors. Shahzada 
Mohiuddin informed INA that attempts were made once before by Local Government andRural Development 
Department to construct the Mastuj channel which is nearly 7 miles long but without success. The Irrigatin 
Department had estimated the cost of the construction of the channel at Rs.7.5 millions. However the VO with 
the assistance of AKRSP have completed the channel in less than Rs. 3 lacs. Shahzada Mohiuddin also 
informed SSK that many other villagers have got organised and are ready to accept AKRSP terms of 
partnership. He also suggested purchase of a new compressor and storage of explosives to facilitate 
expeditious completion of PPI. 
 
After a brief stopover at Shandur Pass, the group returned to Gilgit by 1730 hours. 
 
A dinner was hosted in honour of the visitors which amongst others was attended by the Administrator, 
Northern Areas (formerly called Commissioner). 
 
May 15, 1985 
 
Ms Potee and INA along with SSK and SMS and the Administrator, Northern Areas flew to Passu at 0900 
hours. Ms Potee and INA after briefly attending the meeting of VO Passu, went away to Passu village to meet 
the WO in which Ms Potee had expressed a special interest. SSK, SMS and the Administrator stayed back to 
attend the meeting of the VO which was filmed by TV Ontario. Amongst the issues discussed, was the 
payment of remuneration of the livestock specialist. The members informed that they misunderstood the 
instructins in this regard and their impresion was that payments were due after six months of the service 
rendered. However, they agreed to remunerate the specialist immediately now that the matter had been 
clarified. They complained of death of few animals during vaccination. Perhaps the specialist who was trained 
under UNDP/FAO programme, needs a refresher training which may please be arranged. The VO also 
brought to the notive of the Administrator the need for constructin of protective bunds to save existing lands 
from flooding and soil erosion. The Administrator advised the VO to contact their local member of the NAs 



district as well as UCs in this regard. 
 
After a round of the village and the visit to the local school which has been constructed on self-help basis by 
the village, the group flew to Ahmadabad where Ms Potee and INA and KN (who had joined the group at 
Passu in place of SMS) went to meet the women whereas SSK and the Administrator held a dialogue with the 
members of the Ahmadabad VO which was formed on 21.10.83 with 75 members and have since 
accumulated savings of Rs.75,000. The Manager of the VO explained their village plan of developing fuel 
wood, orchards, pastures and potatoes. He also requested for land development loan. The livestock and plant 
protectin specialists explained their activities and the payments received by them for services rendered to the 
members. The PP specialist suggested extension of the rod of the spray pumps to achieve better results. ZA 
may please look into the feasibility of the suggestin. 
 
In a discussion with the local UC member Mr. Ali Raza, the Administrator enquired as to why he was not 
elected as the President of the VO? The 60 members present explained that they did not wish to overburden 
one person and therefore elected a different President but there was complete cooperatin between the UC 
member and the VO. Explaining the methodology of the UC, the member informed the Administrator that his 
village did not get any grant last year and he expected to get Rs.35,000 this year for the constructin of a link 
road which he would undertake through a project committee of four members. On a query as to why this 
project could not be undertaken by theVO which comprises all the households, the member considered this 
as a better alternative provided the Administrator could issue instructions to enable UC members to do so. 
The member further observed that the system of savings was a strong leverage to enforce community 
pressure. Towards the end of the discussion, the meeting was joined by Ms Potee and others. 
 
Thereafter the group landed at Karimabad and had lunch at Mir Ghazanfar's place and after a brief stopover 
at Gawachi, returned to Gilgit by 1600 horus. Thereafter INA and Ms Potee paid a flying visit to the Singal 
Medical School and the Sherqilla School. 
 
Ms Potee and INA left Gilgit at 0600 hours on May 16, 1985. 


